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I love to eat, and it is fair to say that I am an advocate of good food. 
However, I never cared much for sweet treats, especially chocolate, 
until I was introduced to Chocolate Meditation. Fortunately, this 
delicious exercise was included in my Order of Interbeing training 
as a creative activity when my mentor, David Viafora, and I were 
exploring the Fifth Mindfulness Training. Chocolate Meditation 
was a special experience for all of my senses. 

We began the practice by placing the unopened chocolate 
in front of us. We then recited the Five Contemplations together. 
After the bell sounded at the end of the contemplation, we took a 
few mindful breaths, bowed to each other, and began to pick up 
the chocolate with our eyes closed. 

Would you like to experience Chocolate Meditation with 
us? Pick out your favourite bar of chocolate and follow these 
instructions:

Experience of sound: Mindfully remove the wrapper of 
your chocolate bar. Pay attention to the sound of the wrapper being 
removed. Different wrapper materials can create very different 
sounds. If you listen closely enough, maybe you can hear your 
heart beating or your belly growling in excitement.

Slowly open your eyes and break off a small piece of choco-
late to hold in your hand.
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Experience of vision: Carefully examine the chocolate’s 
appearance. Is it glossy or matte? Does it look smooth or rough? 
Can you see other ingredients in the chocolate, such as nuts or 
pieces of fruit? 

When you’ve finished examining the chocolate, close your 
eyes again, holding the piece of chocolate in your hand or between 
your fingers. When we close off one of our senses, the other senses 
become heightened. 

Experience of touch: Enjoy how the piece of chocolate 
feels in your hand or fingers. Is it cold, or is it warm from the heat 
of your body? Does it have a smooth surface or can you feel the 
bits of nuts or fruit in it? It is still firm or already melting in your 
hand? Do you like how it feels?

Keep your eyes closed as you bring the chocolate close to 
your nose and maybe let it touch your lips a little bit.

Experience of smell: Take a long, deep in-breath and 
enjoy the aroma of your chocolate. Exhale as you observe how 
the smell makes you feel. Does it remind you of anything you’ve 
experienced before? What are you feeling right now? Do you feel 
relaxed or are you excited and anxious to taste the chocolate in 
your hand? 

Take a small bite of chocolate—as small as you can—and 
hold it between your tongue and your palate. 

Experience of taste: Feel the chocolate slowly melt in 
your mouth. Bring your awareness to the taste. Is it dark or milk 
chocolate? Can you taste the bitterness and/or sweetness of the 
chocolate? Can you taste the flavors of other ingredients, perhaps 
nutty, minty, or flowery? Before you take another bite, allow the 
first bite of chocolate to dissolve fully in your mouth. 

For each bite, follow the same mindful eating practice, taking 
time to savor the chocolate with all of your senses. 

Since my experience of Chocolate Meditation, eating choco-
late and other food has not been the same for me. My gratitude 
for the offerings of “the Earth, the sky, numerous living beings, 
and much hard and loving work” increases with every mindful 
meal I enjoy. The art of mindful nourishment has taught me not 
only how to enjoy my food but also how to prepare my food with 
love, using only ingredients that are healing and beneficial for my 
mind and body. I’ve found that when I prepare a meal, or when I 
know that food is being prepared with mindfulness and love, my 
enjoyment of the meal intensifies. 
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